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THE BOTTOM L INE  

The corporate performance management (CPM) market continues to heat up. Planning is 
not optional for any company, regardless of size and financial status, and the ability to 
adhere to a plan in the face of external forces is critical for long-term success. Most CPM 
vendors have not limited themselves to planning and solutions have expanded to cover 
areas such as the financial close, risk management, and business intelligence capabilities. 
The flexibility required to deliver all of these capabilities has jump-started a natural 
evolution towards platform offerings, enabling customers to configure their implementations 
with more detail than ever before. 
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OVERVIEW 

As companies grow in both size and complexity, creating and following a strategic plan 
takes on an increasingly important role to maintain long-term success. Planning for and 
reacting to market forces and internal changes requires coordinated action that CPM 
solutions can enable by breaking down data silos and standardizing business intelligence 
practices. The cloud adds further value for customers by shifting the responsibility and costs 
of upgrades and maintenance back towards the vendors. 
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Beyond planning, CPM solutions now must be able to handle a wide array of tasks related 
to finances ranging from the closing the books and consolidation, to analytics and business 
intelligence. Customer demand for solutions that can handle a wide array of tasks has 
steadily increased, leading to a vendor shift toward platform offerings. The value 
proposition of a CPM solution that consolidates multiple lines of work into a single interface 
has become too attractive to ignore as collaboration across employees and departments 
gains significance. A few best-of-breed exceptions continue to thrive in niche corners of the 
market, but even these vendors have embraced platform approaches by developing the 
flexibility of their solutions within their specialization areas. 

In order to maintain solution flexibility, CPM vendors have continued their breakneck pace 
of functionality innovation. Embedded analytics are now table stakes among leading 
solutions and the race to deploy artificial intelligence (AI) enhancements has already begun. 
Task automation and tighter integrations with third-party applications provide more 
opportunities for delivering value as companies look to eliminate manual and inefficient 
procedures. 

Usability remains critically valuable for CPM vendors as the main competitors for customer 
time and money are still spreadsheets and “good enough” legacy solutions. Vendors must 
be able to smoothly transition users who may not be comfortable with advanced financial or 
technical processes in order to drive value for customer deployments. Full adoption among 
financial and operational teams will enable the solution to deliver its benefits more often 
and lead to faster payback periods for CPM customers. Solutions must also be 
approachable for nonfinance employees as vendor look to extend the scope of their value 
delivery beyond traditional audiences.  

For this Value Matrix, Nucleus evaluated CPM vendors based on their usability and 
functionality, as well as the value that customers realized from each product’s capabilities 
(Nucleus Research s142 – Understanding the Value Matrix – September 2018). The research 
is intended to serve as a snapshot of the CPM technology market, help inform customers 
about how vendors are delivering value, and take stock of what can be expected in the 
future based on present investments. 

LEADERS 

Leaders in the Value Matrix include BOARD International, Planful, Prophix, OneStream 
Software, Vena Solutions, and Workday. 
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BOARD INTERNATIONAL 

BOARD International is a Leader in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor was founded in 
1994 but its global presence has grown with steadily 17 offices across 15 countries. 
BOARD’s decision-making toolkit enables detailed business analytics centered around 
business intelligence and CPM solutions. BOARD now offers a platform for businesses to 
create analytical applications on-premises or in the cloud.  

For CPM functionalities, BOARD is applied with a combination of business intelligence tools 
to provide a singular setting for operational business planning. With few vendors offering 
all-in-one analytical, reporting and financial planning tools, BOARD is consistently 
competing with Anaplan and SAP within the enterprise market. Users praised BOARD’s 
customer support from initial deployment through daily operations. The vendor allows users 
to create specialized applications through internal communities, which encourages users to 
share best practices.  

In May 2019, BOARD announced the software had been updated to Board 11 with a new 
engine, WAVE, that operates on a new HTML5 web-based administration giving access to 
more design and analytics tools. Changes for Board 11 include a redesigned interface and 
improved modeling capabilities to streamline the user experience. While being faster and 
more scalable, the new design is also focused around the user with the intention of 
providing more capabilities without increasing complexity.  

In 2020, Nucleus expects to see a focus on BOARD’s enterprise architecture with multiple 
updates for the new engine already planned through November 2020. BOARD’s 
investments in core data technologies and advanced analytics will allow them to remain at 
the forefront of decision-making platforms. With the market for enterprise level customers 
becoming saturated, BOARD must remain ahead of CPM innovations. 

ONESTREAM SOFTWARE 

OneStream Software is a Leader in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. Founded in 2010 with 
headquarters in Rochester, Michigan, the vendor delivers its solution, OneStream XF, as a 
platform that covers a wide range of CPM capabilities including financial close and 
consolidation, reporting, analytics, modeling, disclosure and risk management, and core 
PBF functionalities. OneStream targets enterprise-grade organizations but is flexible enough 
to meet the needs of midmarket customers and most often competes against legacy 
solutions and Microsoft Excel. 

Customers praised OneStream’s ability to unify multiple financial processes into a single 
platform and simplify integrations of large datasets into cloud deployments. The XF 
Marketplace allows users to configure and deploy customized CPM solutions which are 
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available for download by all OneStream customers. OneStream’s usability is also a 
strength, enabling rapid adoption rates among new deployments.  

In March 2019, the vendor announced a major release of its platform, OneStream XF 5.0 
with various updates including intelligent load balancing and local language support, while 
in May the OneStream XF Marketplace was opened to partner-developed applications. Both 
moves will serve to extend OneStream’s coverage of CPM capabilities and use cases for its 
customers. In October, OneStream announced the release of new built-in analytics, 
including Analytic Blend, and upgraded self-service dashboards and visualization 
capabilities. Finally, in December 2019, the vendor added its Predictive Analytics 123 
solution to the OneStream XF Marketplace. The solution provides customers with advanced 
planning and forecasting capabilities including predictive forecasts and multiple scenario 
analysis. 

OneStream is well-equipped to accelerate its penetration of the CPM marketspace thanks to 
its platform approach and broad offering of CPM functionalities. Nucleus expects 
OneStream to continue attracting business from legacy CPM customers as the benefits of 
cloud deployments become more sophisticated and usable. 

PLANFUL 

Planful is a Leader in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor, formerly known as Host 
Analytics, was founded in 2001 and has headquarters located in Redwood City, California. 
Planful provides a cloud platform that has functionalities for core planning, budgeting, 
forecasting, reporting, and consolidations for midmarket and enterprise customers. The 
platform’s capabilities also include user and data security capabilities as well as audit 
management and customizable dashboards and visualizations.  

Planful focuses on delivering what it refers to as “continuous planning” by maximizing the 
usability of its software to encourage widespread adoption within its individual 
deployments. By increasing companywide participation in financial processes, thus including 
new and unconventional perspectives, Planful believes that companies will discover new 
insights about operations and performance. Customers observe that ease-of-use and 
flexibility for numerous use cases are two of the solution’s strongest aspects which will help 
drive long-term value for their implementations. 

In May 2019, Planful announced a new solution integration with accounting software 
provider BlackLine, which will help customers of both vendors accelerate their end-to-end 
financial close, consolidation and reporting processes. In June 2019, Planful announced a 
new partnership with application integration specialist OneCloud while in July, Grant 
Halloran was appointed to be Planful’s new Chief Executive Officer. Planful also released 
various functionality and usability enhancements with its quarterly updates. The vendor 
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began 2020 by announcing its rebranding to Planful on January 15, with an eye toward 
more directly emphasizing its vision of continuous financial planning.  

Nucleus sees Planful’s shift in marketing and further investments in usability as positive 
developments improving this year’s placement, especially if it continues to attract 
midmarket and enterprise customers that still primarily leverage spreadsheets or older 
legacy software. In 2020, Planful will continue accelerating its customer maturity growth, 
both in North America and around the world, in the increasingly competitive CPM 
marketplace. 

PROPHIX 

Prophix was founded in 1987 with headquarters in Mississauga, Ontario, and is a Leader in 
the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. Prophix completed its transition to a cloud delivery business 
model in 2018 and offers functionalities for PBF, FCC, reporting, and integration with 
Microsoft Office. The solution provides numerous workflow automations in addition to 
analytics capabilities such as dashboards and data visualizations. Nucleus has observed that 
Prophix’s flexibility and ease of use make it an attractive choice for midmarket customers, 
especially those who are looking to upgrade from manual spreadsheet-based processes. 
The vendor’s investments in usability and task automation help its customers realize value 
quickly which leads to strong brand loyalty and long-lasting deployments.  

In March 2019, Prophix achieved the ISO/IEC: 27001:2013 security certification for its Cloud 
Services while in April, it secured C$10M of debt financing to support its product 
development and customer growth plans. Prophix also announced new partnerships with 
the consultant Percipient in April, and the software providers Ellucian and Acumatica in May 
and August respectively. The vendor also joined Vertafore’s Orange Partner Program to 
help insurance customers with their planning and financial management processes. Finally, 
in November, Prophix launched its Virtual Financial Analyst, delivering updated AI-based 
capabilities including anomaly detection, chart insights, and natural language processing. 

In 2020, Nucleus expects Prophix to continue expanding its presence as a flexible platform 
that is well suited for both midmarket and enterprise-level CPM requirements. Nucleus sees 
Prophix maintaining its advantage in usability and matching its functionality development 
pace with overall market trends. 

VENA SOLUTIONS 

Vena Solutions is a Leader in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. Founded in 2011, the Canadian 
vendor mainly targets midmarket and enterprise customers, and its product delivers core 
planning, budgeting, forecasting, reporting and financial close management capabilities. 
The Vena Platform is multi-tenant cloud and uses Microsoft Office (including 365) for data 
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input and reporting, which allows companies to preserve skill investments that their 
employees have already made. Customers report that the solution’s flexibility allows them 
to tailor their financial processes and expedite reporting, planning, budgeting, and data 
analysis. 

Vena has doubled its customer base within the last few years, attracting customers as most 
users are already familiar and comfortable with an Excel interface. The vendor has begun to 
focus more on driving functionality and adding capabilities to provide a comprehensive 
CPM platform. The workflow management tool enables users to design and track processes 
from end-to-end, complete with deadlines, personnel assignment, access and data controls. 
The Vena Platform also provides Vena Paths which accelerate implementation times through 
preconfigured solutions that promote financial best practices for both general customers 
and specific industries. The solution’s reporting and dashboards allow users to add more 
sophisticated analytics to their decision-making procedures.  

In the first quarter of 2019, ad hoc analysis updates, including drag and drop capabilities, 
were added to improve the user experience. Vena also continued to invest in system 
integrations, releasing connectors to Sage Intacct and Microsoft Great Plains, and adding a 
Microsoft Flow app to connect third party data to the Vena Platform. In November 2019, the 
vendor added permission updates to protect sensitive data and improve on work delegation 
features. Vena also released its Microsoft Power BI Connector to integrate its solution with 
the analytics tool. In addition, Vena Learning, a help center for administrators, was launched 
to aide in training as the solution grows in functionality.  

In 2020, Nucleus expects Vena to continue adding customers who are looking for modern 
CPM value but don’t want to force significant retraining on a new tool. Vena Solutions has 
established itself as a competitive player across the market due to its upfront investments in 
usability. Nucleus sees Vena continuing to improve its position in the Value Matrix as its 
functionality offerings become more sophisticated. 

WORKDAY 

Workday (Adaptive Insights) is a Leader in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. Workday acquired 
Adaptive Insights in 2018 and is headquartered in Pleasanton, California. Adaptive Insights 
includes functionalities for PBF, modeling, reporting, and analytics with data visualizations 
and dashboards. The solution is browser-based but also has native integrations with 
Microsoft Excel and a large range of enterprise application software including enterprise 
resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), and human capital 
management (HCM). As part of Workday, Adaptive Insights will help broaden the vendor’s 
financial, sales and workforce planning capabilities. 
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Workday has heavily invested in Adaptive Insights’ usability features to make the transition 
away from legacy CPM solutions or spreadsheet-driven processes as smooth as possible for 
its customers. Customers who chose Adaptive Insights over similar competitors reported 
that the solution’s ease-of-use was often the deciding factor in their selection processes. 
Workday leverages “elastic hypercube technology” to carry out computations within the 
software which can scale to handle large and complex planning scenarios. Workday has also 
begun to incorporate machine learning techniques to its CPM workflows with features such 
as anomaly detections, Monte Carlo simulations, and optimization features in development. 

In 2020, Workday will continue to focus on integrating into Adaptive Insights into its Power 
of One strategy for enterprise software but will also compete for midmarket and enterprise 
customers as a standalone solution. Nucleus expects that the solution’s usability will 
continue to differentiate it from the rest of the market while its integrations with Workday 
will help it keep pace with the market’s developments in functionality. 

EXPERTS  

Experts in the Value Matrix include Anaplan, BlackLine, CCH Tagetik, Oracle EPM Cloud, 
SAP, and Workiva. 

ANAPLAN 

Anaplan is an Expert in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor, founded in 2006 with 
headquarters in San Francisco, California, offers a solution that acts as an open platform in 
which customers can configure their implementations as needed. The vendor focuses on 
providing “Connected Planning” to its customers, where employees have a centralized view 
of information that originates from operational systems and applications. Anaplan 
specializes in FP&A functionalities but has expanded to include planning for supply chains, 
workforces, marketing, and sales teams.  

Customers cite the solution’s flexibility and deep planning functionalities as primary 
strengths. Hyperblock, Anaplan’s in-memory engine, is cloud-native and can consolidate 
multiple planning tools into a single interface. The solution provides multiple methods for 
slicing and dicing data and viewing operational plans in new ways. Anaplan’s 
implementation requirements vary depending on the customer with those that gradually 
expanded their use cases over a longer period of time experienced the most success. The 
solution’s App Hub enables users to create and share customized planning applications, 
which further expands the solution’s flexibility. 
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In June 2019, Anaplan launched a new user experience and mobile application for the 
Connected Planning platform to extend analysis and accelerate adoption within its existing 
deployments. In October 2019, the vendor released a Predictive Sales Planning with artificial 
intelligence enhancements to assist organizations design and carry out sales and revenue 
strategies. Anaplan also announced steady growth of its customer base in addition to 
further expansions of its partner ecosystem over the course of the year. 

Anaplan’s mastery of planning capabilities across multiple facets of business will continue to 
benefit both midmarket and enterprise-scale customers. Nucleus sees Anaplan continuing 
to push the envelope for financial planning and analysis functionalities while maintaining its 
relative position for usability in 2020. 

BLACKLINE 

BlackLine is an Expert in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. Founded in 2001 and headquartered 
in Woodland Hills, California, BlackLine specializes in delivering sophisticated accounting 
functionalities. The solution provides financial close, high-volume account reconciliation, 
and compliance and risk management capabilities for companies with complex accounting 
requirements. BlackLine focuses on strengthening the performance of its customers’ 
accounting teams through task automation and data centralization which enable companies 
to meet deadlines and carry out deeper performance analysis. 

In April 2019, the vendor announced a new partnership with higher education software 
provider Ellucian, while a partnership and solution integrations with CPM software provider 
Planful (then Host Analytics) was announced in May. In June, BlackLine released a new 
solution integration with OneCloud, designed to accelerate connection capabilities with 
applications including Anaplan, Tableau, NetSuite, and Workday. BlackLine also announced 
in August it would collaborate with Google Cloud to improve support for its customers’ 
critical workloads and its global scalability. Finally, BlackLine and Workiva launched a new 
solution integration to strengthen the connection between companies’ financial close and 
reporting processes. 

While other CPM vendors have begun to expand into the space, BlackLine continues to set 
the pace for accounting functionality innovation. The vendor will continue to win deals over 
broader CPM solutions by focusing on the value-add proposition of its best-of-breed 
accounting capabilities. In 2020, Nucleus sees BlackLine maintaining its market leadership 
for accounting software and expanding its coverage to include more industries and 
companies around the world.  
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CCH TAGETIK 

CCH Tagetik is an Expert in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor was founded in 1986 
with headquarters in Lucca, Italy and Stamford, Connecticut. CCH Tagetik now operates as 
part of the Wolters Kluwer Tax and Accounting Division and provides a platform of end-to-
end suite of financial management applications. The CCH Tagetik Finance Transformation 
Platform delivers functionalities for financial close and consolidation, planning, budgeting, 
forecasting, profitability analysis, compliance and risk management, reporting, and 
disclosure. The Analytic Information Hub combines financial and operational data into 
source to meet regulatory requirements, perform operational planning, and enable 
predictive analytics. The solution is best suited for medium- to enterprise businesses and 
often competes with Anaplan, Oracle, and OneStream. 

CCH Tagetik offers numerous vertical-specific solutions for industries including banking, 
healthcare, insurance, manufacturing, retail, and telecommunications. The solution is fully 
integrated on and optimized for the SAP HANA platform and connects to a large range of 
third-party applications, including SAP’s enterprise resource planning and Analytics Cloud 
offerings. CCH Tagetik’s Application Marketplace enables users and partners to create and 
share applications that extend the solution’s best practices to more users around the world. 
Updates included new planning and analytic capabilities, data drill-down features, and 
various usability enhancements. 

In 2020, CCH Tagetik will continue expanding its international presence as the demand for 
robust financial management software continues to grow among enterprise customers. 
Competition for the largest customers will consequently increase and the vendors that can 
differentiate their value message will have the most success in gaining new business. 
Nucleus expects that CCH Tagetik will match the market’s developments in functionality and 
continue to advance in usability as its ease-of-use investments mature.  

ORACLE EPM CLOUD 

Oracle was founded in 1977 with headquarters in Redwood City, California. The vendor’s 
solution, Oracle EPM Cloud is an Expert in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The Oracle EPM 
Cloud suite delivers mature CPM applications for a range of use cases, from simpler needs 
of growing businesses to high volume and complex data requirements, including the 
Planning cloud offering. The solution covers a variety of other processes beyond financial 
planning and budgeting including operational planning, financial close and consolidation, 
account reconciliations, profitability and cost management, tax reporting, and analytics such 
as dashboards and data visualizations.  

Oracle EPM Cloud is well suited for enterprise-grade customers with complex financial 
requirements. The vendor is most successful when the solution extends the capabilities of 
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Oracle solutions that are already implemented including its ERP, HCM, and CRM offerings. 
Oracle has observed more adoption among midmarket customers and among smaller 
organizations using NetSuite ERP. To alleviate cloud transitions, Oracle EPM Cloud has 
updated usability features and requires fewer IT resources due to packaged application 
content based on best practices and accelerated upgrade cycles. New CPM functionalities 
including AI-enhanced forecasts and task automation capabilities further strengthen the 
vendor’s value proposition for moving away from on-premises deployments. Oracle will also 
continue to support legacy deployments through 2030 so customers can undertake the 
transition to the cloud when they are ready. 

External market pressure will continue to affect Oracle’s large deployment base as other 
cloud-based solutions proliferate and develop further. Nucleus has observed that newer 
vendors have had some initial success in luring away legacy customers and expects Oracle 
to maintain its focus on customer retention efforts. In 2020, Oracle will remain a top choice 
thanks to its expertise in enterprise-grade CPM functionalities and the comprehensive value 
proposition of its cloud platform. 

SAP 

SAP was founded in 1972 and is headquartered in Walldorf, Germany. Known for its 
leadership in ERP software, SAP also manages legacy CPM deployments for customers 
through business operations and customer relations. SAP offers cloud solutions through its 
Analytics Cloud on SAP’s HANA platform and Amazon Web Services. The vendor aims to 
combine customers’ pre-existing SAP applications with the Analytics Cloud to achieve 
success in the market. 

Within the Analytics Cloud, SAP offers a suite of services that act as the central location for 
data input and analysis. SAP encompassed financial, operational and strategic planning 
solutions referred to as Collaborative Enterprise Planning. The Analytics Cloud serves as the 
primary planning tool for in-house SAP products such as S/4HANA and SuccessFactors.  

In April 2019, SAP announced the Customer Identity and Access Management (SAP CIAM) 
solutions for business-to-business (B2B) use to secure communications between customers 
and partners. These are some of the first SaaS functionalities for B2B use that offer a secure 
identity with authorization protocols, which allow third parties to access first-party data and 
protect customers from security and legal risks. In September 2019, SAP announced 
continued efforts towards its SAP Integrated Delivery Framework. The framework assists 
customers in the move to SAP S/4HANA on partner-led projects by coordinating data 
between SAP and its service partners. SAP wants to ensure the same experience for all 
customers whether you choose to employ SAP S/4HANA directly or through an SAP service 
partner. With these initiatives, SAP remains an Expert in the Value Matrix. 
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In 2020, Nucleus expects SAP’s cloud services to continue to expand throughout its 
customer base. With the market pushing farther towards cloud analytics, SAP must continue 
to focus efforts on cloud development or risk being overtaken in a growing cloud-based 
market.  

WORKIVA 

Workiva is an Expert in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor was founded in 2008 and is 
headquartered in Ames, Iowa. Workiva’s platform, is a cloud-based application providing 
customers with enterprise management software. Workiva’s primary functionalities are 
financial reporting, data security, regulatory compliance capabilities, and business 
intelligence capabilities including dashboards, data visualizations 

The Workiva platform shares an interface with traditional spreadsheet and document tools, 
allowing new users to adapt quickly. With the native eXtensible Business Reporting 
Language (XBRL), users can track specific segments while filing for the SEC and working 
through historical data to accurately produce financial reports. Workiva has continued to 
grow its corporate functionalities by allowing administrators collaborate and report on a per-
user basis through shared documents. Workiva enables customers to modernize the way 
they work by connecting all aspects of the reporting process. Users are able to connect data 
directly from the sources to deliver greater accuracy and confidence in the numbers and 
narrative presented to stakeholders. 

In September 2019, Workiva announced updates to Wdata’s functionalities such as 
automatic updates, approval workflows and improved connectivity. Additionally, in 
September 2019, Workiva announced a partnership with FloQast and BlackLine. The 
partnership aims to save time and reduce risk by offering a connected reporting platform. 
These integrations allow users to connect data from BlackLine and FloQast with all other 
related data from the Workiva platform.  

Nucleus expects Workiva to develop its corporate functionalities while continuing to 
streamline SEC reporting and filing. Workiva’s expansions into business intelligence will 
further solidify its value message and help it keep pace with the market’s innovations in 
2020. 

FACIL ITATORS  

Facilitators in the Value Matrix include Infor d/EPM, insightsoftware, and Unit4 prevero. 
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INFOR D/EPM 

Infor is a Facilitator in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor was founded in 2002 and has 
headquarters in New York City. The solution, d/EPM, is delivered as a suite of performance 
management applications that cover functionalities including financial planning, budgeting, 
forecasting, risk and compliance management, financial close and consolidation, sales and 
operational planning, and reporting. d/EPM is delivered as part of the Infor CloudSuite, but 
the vendor has pledged to indefinitely support on-premises deployments, allowing 
customers to avoid risky or expensive cloud transitions. 

Infor d/EPM’s integrations with third-party applications and Infor solutions enable customers 
to configure their performance management processes to include the best combination of 
data sources and analytics. On top of standard d/EPM Integration tools, Infor d/EPM can 
use the Infor OS platform, which enables features to connect cloud and on-premises 
applications with each other and automates data flows to Infor Data Lake. Infor OS also 
enables artificial intelligence enhancements, including voice navigation with Coleman 
Digital Assistant and multi-layer security configuration, which further contribute to customer 
planning initiatives. 

Nucleus has observed that customers realize the most value from d/EPM when it is 
deployed as part of a larger Infor application ecosystem, but the system is robust enough to 
handle a wide variety of standalone use cases. The vendor’s approach to vertical 
specialization will make it an attractive choice for customers who have complex industry 
requirements. Nucleus expects Infor d/EPM to keep pace with market developments as 
functionalities continue their evolution towards more complete platform offerings while 
expanding its investments for the solution’s front-end ease-of-use. 

INSIGHTSOFTWARE 

insightsoftware is a Facilitator in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. Founded in 2018 through the 
combination of two established companies, and with with global headquarters in Raleigh, 
North Carolina, the vendor provides a suite of solutions that focus on accelerating financial 
and operational reporting processes. The solutions—Atlas, CXO Software, Hubble, Jet, 
Spreadsheet Server, and Wands (formerly Excel4apps)—also cover functionalities including 
planning, budgeting, forecasting, scenario modeling, and visual analytics. insightsoftware 
has a wide variety of integrations with third-party applications, including to most leading 
CPM and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.  

In March 2019, insightsoftware acquired BizNet Software, a developer of Excel-based 
reporting and analytics solutions, to extend its coverage of reporting capabilities. In May 
2019, the vendor acquired Jet Global Data Technologies, a developer of reporting, 
analytics, and budgeting solutions for Microsoft Dynamics. In September 2019, it completed 
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the acquisition of Bizview Systems, a Swedish provider of business performance 
management applications. These moves further bolster insightsoftware’s coverage of 
integrated CPM and ERP applications and reporting capabilities. insightsoftware released 
multiple product updates for its entire portfolio over the course of the year and finished 
2019 by acquiring three solutions distributors in the Netherlands and Asia-Pacific region. 

Customers enjoy the usability of insightsoftware’s solutions and most often deploy them to 
connect strategic gaps in their existing financial management software implementations. 
The solutions require little in the way of IT support and are flexible enough to cover a large 
range of complex use cases. insightsoftware has invested heavily in ease-of-use features 
which have led to rapid adoption rates and long-lasting deployments. In 2020, Nucleus 
expects insightsoftware to continue its active development of reporting functionalities and 
match the pace of the CPM market’s advancements in usability.  

UNIT4 PREVERO 

Unit4 prevero is a Facilitator in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. prevero was founded in 1994, 
and delivers CPM functionalities including planning, budgeting, forecasting, dashboards, 
and reporting. The vendor was acquired by the ERP provider Unit4 in July 2016 and has 
since been fully integrated into the Unit4 Business World application ecosystem. Unit4 
prevero’s customer base is mostly concentrated in the EMEA region, but the solutions have 
begun to attract midmarket and enterprise-level North American customers. 

Unit4 prevero targets a small number of industries, namely public services, nonprofits, 
higher education, and professional services. The narrow focus has enabled Unit4 to create 
specialized product and service offerings that make it an attractive choice for any 
organization within those verticals (Nucleus Research t123 – The business value of ERP 
realism – November 2019). The solution’s microservice architecture is best suited to be 
hosted on Microsoft Azure, but can support other architectures such as the Google Cloud 
and Amazon Web Services. 

In May 2019, Unit4 announced that it would include its smart assistant Wanda as a standard 
component of its software deployments to accelerate adoption of the solution’s natural 
language processing capabilities. Also in May, the vendor unveiled a new fixed pricing 
strategy for transitioning on-premises deployments to the cloud and the Unit4 Extension Kit, 
which will enable customers to scale existing financial management features to 
accommodate changing requirements. 

Unit4 prevero is an ideal fit for companies that fall within the vendor’s vertical 
specializations, integrated with Unit4 Business World or any third-party ERP. As a highly 
usable component of a larger application ecosystem, Unit4 prevero is in a strong position to 
continue gaining international market share. Nucleus expects to see Unit4 prevero keeping 
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pace with market developments in usability and functionality and replace more legacy 
providers in 2020. 

CORE PROVIDERS 

Core Providers in the Value Matrix include Centage, Kaufman Hall, and Jedox. 

CENTAGE 

Centage was founded in 2002 and is headquartered in Natick, Massachusetts. The vendor 
focuses on CPM functionalities through Budget Maestro, a planning, forecasting, and 
financial consolidation platform. Centage appeals to small businesses coming from Excel 
but the vendor has been known to compete against Adaptive Insights when customers 
consider first-generation cloud CPM solutions. With Budget Maestro, Centage can assist 
small businesses moving away from Excel to more robust planning and budgeting 
processes.  

In July 2019, Centage announced a new Maestro Partner Program designed to help 
partners bring Planning Maestro to their customers through high-value and cost-effective 
solutions. The program amplifies Centage’s commitment to customer success, the focus on 
growth and stability across Centage, and the partners. The tool will also further develop 
business solutions through improved financial and business planning. Through January 
2020, around 40 partners covering a wide range of industries have joined the Maestro 
Partner Program 

Centage’s customers cite the competitive pricing and additional capabilities over Excel as 
the drivers behind Budget Maestro’s success. The vendor provides essential tools for small 
businesses looking to enter the CPM market for the first time. In 2020, Nucleus sees 
Centage remaining a strong choice for small businesses. With the development of the 
Maestro Partner Program, the vendor has further developed its CPM solutions to help users 
upgrade from Excel environments.  

JEDOX 

Jedox is a Core Provider in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor’s offering brings 
together PBF, reporting, and BI functionalities into a single application that emphasizes 
ease-of-use for small- and medium-businesses (SMBs) Jedox deployments can be 
constructed on-premises, in the cloud, or implemented as a hybrid solution. The tool 
features extract-transfer-load (ETL) capabilities, as well as cell-level data governance which 
enables organizations to pull more granular insights from its information. The vendor also 
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partners with Qlik, Power BI, and Tableau to deliver data discovery and analysis to its CPM 
suite. 

In November 2019, the vendor announced the launch of its Financial Consolidation Model, 
to facilitate the reporting and audit processes for its customers. The new module adheres to 
multiple international accounting standards and helps companies further integrate the 
reporting and data analysis processes of different departments into one unified procedure. 
Jedox also released general updates to its planning and data visualization functionalities 
and its partner solutions exchange, Jedox Marketplace. Jedox’s deployment base is focused 
in Europe but the vendor is actively investing in expanding its presence in the North 
American market. Nucleus expects that the solution will remain an attractive choice for 
SMBs and keep pace with the CPM market’s developments in both usability and 
functionality. 

KAUFMAN HALL 

Kaufman Hall is a Core Provider in the 2020 CPM Value Matrix. The vendor is headquartered 
in Skokie, Illinois and primarily focuses on serving health care providers, financial service, 
and higher education institutions. Its software solution, Axiom, delivers core CPM 
functionalities including PBF, reporting, and financial close and consolidation. Many Axiom 
customers still use on-premises deployments, but the vendor has committed to fully 
transitioning its future offerings to the cloud. Kaufman Hall also delivers advisory services to 
help its customers implement new performance management practices to its financial 
planning and analysis processes.  

Customers reported that Kaufman Hall’s role as both a consultant and software provider 
delivered unique value to their deployments and cited its expertise in implementation as a 
difference maker. Customers also said the financial tools performed well and that adoption 
was high due to the product’s ease-of-use. Kaufman Hall’s focus on a select few verticals has 
narrowed its approach to the wider CPM market. However, its investments in maintaining 
strong usability and developing new functionalities will lead to improvements in its position 
in future Matrices. 


